Of Half Gods and Mortals:
Aesculapian Authority
This awesome authority. which rules out any patient partici~
pat ion in the decision··making process, stems from a threepronged power base: the physician's expertise, the patient's faith
in him, and the belief that he has almost mystical powers.

BRATRICE J. KAUSCH

o )'Cu that aTe nalfgocb, lengthen that life. . .turn o'u all the
volll.mts ofyour m)l1teriow Auculapian science. I
A receot and perwnal encounter with illness and hospitalization reminded me of the above line in Philip Massinger's
play of 1622, The Virgin -Martyu. I can testify that Aesculapius, the god of medicine in ancient Roman mythology, is
alive and well today and working in medical care delivery
settings. U.SA
As I eatered the hospital. I glanced with a practiced eye at
the surroundings and judged that everything looked the same
as it always did. But soon I found that the experience of being
a patient was lile suddeoly being lowered to the bottom of a
weU or raised 10 the lOp of a tower; the view of the same
places and the same people: d.rasbcally changed.. For me, the
most revealing and surp rising insights occurred as a direct
r~ult of the rciatioll5bip between myscH and the pbysician.
These revelations derived from one important concern
throughout my bospitalization: my loss of rontrol and lack of
power to determine the events that affected me.
ACTIVE-PASSIVE CONTINUUM

As any two people internet. each person assumes a degree
of activity and passivity. To the ell:tent that one perron is
overly active, the other individual must become passive, or a
dash occurs. The activity.passivity dimension determines
who will be in control, the passive panner giving way to the
more active one. Control also determines the natu re of the
decision.making process between two people. Thus, in a
patient.physician rciationship, if the patient is tOlally passive
and immobilized (as, for enmple, during surgery), the
surgwn assumes all of the :ac-tivity, and there is virtually 00
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interaction. The patient is a passive object, wholly submissive .
to the activity of the physician-a state of affairs which is
obviously essential. Even when the patient is conscious and
capable of reasoning and feeling. the · physician may still
ell:ercise full control; he issues orden, and the patient is
ell:pected to follow along submissively.
On the other end of the continuum, a patienl may assume
a highly active role in the interaction, and Ihe physician 1\
totally passive stance. It may bc'difficult to imagine such It
circumstance, and many would coll5ider it altogether unprofessional Yet it does happen, as Duff and Hollingshead have
documented in their exhaustive study of hospitab, physicians, and Dunes:
The practitioners acted 10 protect their position as I?hysidan to the
patient, but they were not always free to use !hell best medical
JUdgmetlL Many ph)'5icia.a.s responded to the demaods of the siek
pcnom ()t their families eVeD whell such dema.ndl had little to do
with wiving the patient'l prohlems; such demand$ rommonly
involved hospitalization. a Udictatcd·· diago()lIis, and inappropriate
~e(apy .- The _physicU.n feared Joss of stalUJ and income as well as
1Dvolvcmenl LD the problems of the patients.'

In thi5 last instance:, the patieat is controlling the physician.
Thus, we see there are two possible models of · physician-
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patient relationships: one hased on what is known as "aesculapian authority," and the other based on joint participation.
AESCULAPIAN MODEL

Where along this continuum of activity-passivity do most
patient-physician relationships fall? In the vast majority of
insuoces, the physician holds practically all of the control. In
fact. the power he wields is so remarkably potent that it has
been specifically labeled as "aesculapian authority" by Palerson .. ·• It is utilized 10 convince patients that they are indeed
"sick" and. furthermore, that they must submit to various
treatments', hospitalization. and curtailment of normal activities. .
For the person who is ill, this authority is greater than any
other exiSting power-at least. within that particular context
and for that particular moment And he responds by meekly
following :ilong with what is ordered, no mailer how embarrassing. dangerous, or painful it may be. ~eople who are
ordinarily aggressive turn passive, the dominant become
submissive, and the boisterous yield to silence. Outrages are
toleraled from physicians that would not be acceptable for a
second from anyone else. The most sUIprising and perple~ng
characteristic of this power is that it is invisi~le; most people
are totally unaware that it exists.
According to Paterson, a~u lapian authority combines
three different kinds of au'thority, which accounts for its
extreme potency. First. the physician aunes the authority of
an expert, as is true of all people who have the knowledge
and skills essential for rendering a needed service valued by
society. An auto mechanic, for example, possesses an expertise thought to be essential by most people; he is looked upon
as an important authority figure-at least, within the specific
context of baving one's car repaired. As contrasted with the
advice of the physician, however, we find it relatively easy to
reject the aulo mechanic's suggestions. Granted, the seriousness of the medical enterprise accounts for a portion of this
dilference, but not aU of it by any means. The physician
wields something more than authority by expertise.
Part of this super power is morally baSed. derived from the
Hippocratic oath. It gives the physician the right to control
the patient because he is believed to be morally committed to
act for the good of his pati~ nts . He is a professional, guided
by certain ethical principles and thus believed to act in the
client's interest rather than his owo. The thought that he
might not do his very ~st 'never occurs to most people.
Beyond this, there is a third type of power, perhaps of
major significance here. The result of tradition that dates
back to centuries ago when medicine was a product of
"natural philosophy," this power stems rrom the concept that
the physician has license 10 conuol by reason of God-given
grace. People believe-in a vague a nd almost unconscious
way-that he has special connections with the world of the
unknown, philosophically and spiritually.
For the layman, in contrast, medicine is still mysterious
and unpredictahl e, set apart from nonnal human affairs. The
key element that sustains this altitude is the arbitrary nature
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or life and death. In other words, it is the patient's rear or
death and his desire to live, along with the conviction that thc
physician has special powers withheld from ordinary mortals.
that causes the average person to believe that the physician
has more going for him than e;o;pertise alone. It is somewhat
suggestive of the tribal medicine man, and actually the
physician does assume a balf-godlike role.
I am reminded of a meeting where one of the speakers
asked the audience: "What do you think the initials M.D.
really stand ror?" Arter a few moments of suspenseful silence.
he answered his own qu~tion: "Minor Deity, of course." No
one failed to get the point. since the privileged status
attributed to physicians (how often do they get a parking
ticket?) and the high order of egotism wh.ich typifies their
behavior immediately came to everyone's mind. But beyond
this, it is apparent that this priestly role is utilized as part.of
tbe "bedside manner" for the purpose of persuading the
patie~t to do what is "best" as diagn~sed by the physician.
ONU' ONE CHOICE

As a result, the health care system is set up so that the
patient has only one major choice-that or the primary care
or first-line physician. Aod this choice, it might be said, is
usually based on such unreliable information as a friend's
recommendation: "He's a good doctor." Few individuals
know such ~ic racts as where their physician earned his
medical degree, his-years ofe;o;perience and in what settings.
and whether or not he is board certified.
Aner this initial choice, most decisions are made for the
patient by that physician. This includes the choice of treatment. as weU as the choice of specialists ror referral or no
referrils at all. Even the choice of hospitals is onen determined for the patient
This is quite a departure from other instances of consumer
behavior. When an individual wishes to buy a new car, for
instance. he Dot only detennines which dealership he wants
to patronize but also what he really would like in the way of a
car and how much he is willing to pay for it. These basic
decisions are not made for him, even though salesmen may
inspir.e some upward modifications in style and price. .
In summary, then, the medical marketplace can be
described as follows:

The physician, not lhe patient. combine:s the components of ClIre into
a treatlDeDL 10 other markets, the consumer, with varying degrces or
knowledge, Klccl$ the goods and services he desrre, rrom the
available alternatives. In medical care. however. the palient does nol
usually make his choice dirco:.:tly ... He $elco:.:ts II physician. who then
r;nakes ...choices for him.'
As mentioned earlier, there does exist some variation in
this pattern. For one thing, the degree of activity or control
the patient is allowed to assume is related to whether he is
consulting a medical practitioner with a "c1ient-dependenC'
or a "coUeague-dependent" practice. In the rormer instance,
the success of the physician (usually a genera l practitioner.
pediatrician, or intemist) may depend on the kind of relationship he develops with his patients. As he continues to see
and know a patient over a period of time. hc may be more
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inclined to share information with h im, give bim more
control over his treatmen t-sometimes, to the point of
yielding to patient demands fo r medications, hospitalization,
and the like.
These dient-dependent physicians participate in the
proressional referral system. The cases they cannot handle
are funneled deepe r into the medical care system to the
specialists-surgeons, neurologists, urologists, radiologists,
and the like- whose practices arc colleague-dependent
These practitioners, who have no continuing relationship
with the patient and sees him omy on referral, are generally
guided almost completely by their medical expertise and no t
by the patient's demands. This is considered quite desirable
by the profession.
The patient, however, usually loses whatever degree of
control he may bave enjoyed with his primary ~e practitioner. He is usually sicker, more frightened and overwhelmed, and thlU more dependent. The specialist, by vinue
of the system, oH'eD the patient very little independence and,
generally speal:i.ng. interaction is decreased and less open.
The decline in client-dependent practices has resulted in
an overall decrease in the input patients have in decisioD!
about their health care. And, even in such practices, the
aesculapian concept does not dispose toward sharing information about diagnostic studies, treatment approaches, prognoses, and o ther data with the patient. His questions go
unanswered or are evaded. Obviously, without the necessary
data, decision-making and controlling b<bavior 00 the part
of the patient are ruled out. lfhe doesn't laiow that there are
other ways in which his problem might be treated, he cannot
ask for a different approach, even when the one currently
being used turw out to be unsuccessful.
JOINT PARTICIPATION MODEL

Moving toward the opposite end of the continuum, a
model for joint participatioo emerges. Here, the interaction
between physician and patient comes much closer to being
ooe of equals. and decisiollJ are arrived at through a mutual
process involving considerable two-way cOmmunication.. The
in1I.ueoce of the physician will depeod not 00 his powee and
authoritj but rather on his persuasive and instructional
capacities--on his expertise rather than his authority.
Under these circumstances the patient retains a high
degree of control over events that will affect him. Where a
surgical procedure seems indicated, for example, the physi·
cian makes his infonned decision after weighing the feasible
alternatives and the risb veDW the benefits. Then he provides the patient with the right to undertake a secondary
estimation and, in order to help him with this decision, he
provides the needed data on other treatment approaches and
the likelihood of success.
To arrive at his own decision, the patient must know the
physician'S preferences, as well as details 00 how he selects
data froro his universe of experience. The physician, having
made his own decision, altemp! to peDuade and instruct the
patient; but he does not flatly disagree with him, mislead
him, bully bim, or reject him for a questioning altitude or a
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final decision that differs from his own. To do so would
destroy the collaborative slatus inherent in the joint participation model.
In situations where the best mode of management is not
readily appareot or known by the physician, then patient and
physician jointly decide what is best for the patienL An
example would be a newly diagnosed diabetic, whose life
style, eating patterns, occupation, and other variables should
all be considered as the decisions for treatment are made.
The search for the answeD is part of the therapeutic
pnx=.
PRO'S AND CON'S

Proponents of tbe concept of aesculapian authority vehemently argue that this power is quite essential because
without it most patients would nOt undergo the treaUDenl
they need. They would be too afraid . Unlike the storekeeper
whose success come from giving his customers what they
want, physicians must give their clients what they really
need-~hich sometimes means giving them what they don't
want at all! To accomplish this, the argument goes, control
and manipulation of the patient arc mandated. Furthermore,
supporters of aesculapian authori ty see the successful
wielding of this power as an achievement whereby the
patient's normal decision-making abilities are momentarily
suspended, much 10 his own advantage.'"
Another rationale for the use of aesculapian authority is
that the body of medical knowledge is so esoteric and
complex that the layman would find it difficult to grasp,
much less evaluate, the meaning of his diagnosis and
treatment. Beca use of this presumed ignorance, it is argued,
the patient could harm himself if allowed to share in thc
medical decisiolL'I.
Although many patients have undoub tedly been pressured
by this awesome authority into accepting the orders of their
physicians, the exercise of this aesculapian power has also led
to noncompliance. While physicians have been found to
underestimate the extent of noncompliance among their
patients, studies reveal a rate of 33 to SO percent! Davis, who
carried out a thorough and analytical study of the influence.
of physician·patient interaction on compliance; notes that
noncompliance relates directly to attempts by the physician
to control the patient.-···
Other situations found to foster noncompliance include
occasions when the physician expresses outright disagreement with the patient, when he is fonnal and rejecting, and
when he fails to provide feedback after extracting infonnalion. It appears, then, that when patients are involved in the
decision-making process, they are more likely to accept tho
responsibilities imposed by their condition and go along with
the necessary treatment.
HOW MUCH PARTICIPATION?

The question, then, is the relative degree of control to be
assumed by both partners in the transaction. Some physicians involve th eir clients to the fullest eXlent flOss ible in The
decision·making process, but o thers find it dinicult to relin-
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aescu/apian concept does not dispose toward sharing information
about diagnostic studies, treatment approaches, prognoses, and other data
with the patient. His questions go unanswered or are evaded."

quish control even when it is warranted. Some patients. too,
prefer the passive or "sick" role, finding dependency more
acc:cptable than the need to make decisions.
Each patient's capabilities and emotional responses will

influence the degree of participation that is appropriate for
bim. The complexity of the interaction necessitated by j oint
participation. for e.umple. would make this model quite
inappropriate for those of low intelligence levels or emotionally inCllpable of using their thinking capacities. If the
problem has been so disturbing lO the patient that he cannot
be rational about it. he is not in a position to choose what
should be done for himself. Similarly, life-threatening events
must be handled with very little or no patient involvcmenL
On the other hand, if the physician and patient have similar
educational. intcUectual., and experiential backgrounds and
Lhe patient is psychologically able to deal with the situation at
hand, he should be allowed to participate to a much greater
extent than is: usually the case.
The patient's ability to participate responsibly in the
evaluation of the treatment modes which the physician offers
is onen underestimated. After all, the public's knowledge of
medicine has grown considerably in the last 50 years, as has
the level of formal e~ucatio n of the IX>pulace. Popularized,
sclf.help medicall.iterature-books, newspaper and magazine
articles-are read avidly tbese days ("I read about it in tbe
Reader's Digest," the patient tells his pbysician), and televi·
sion documentaries and medicaUy-oriented soap operas aU
tend to alert tbe layman to issues of medical care. There fore.
even when a patient seems to accept tbe passive, unques-tioning role, he may be harboring serious doubts and
misconce:ptiollS about the: way his condition is being
managed. He nesitatC$ 10 say so. however.
Beyond this consideration is tbe: detrimental effect that the
authoritarian stance bas on the patient's self--concept; it takes
away his usual status as a self--determining adult witb
reasoning capacity and, above aU, buman dignity. The
sacrifice of an individual's dignity seenu to be an unneces·
sarily high price to pay fo r medical treatment.
It might be said that tbe patient should be able to resist the
authority of a physician if he: were motivated to do so, but a
number of factors work against the client's developing such
an assertive posture. First of aU, we a re just beginning to
learn about human response to authority in general, and
some of the recent findings have been both shocking and
disillusioning.
In Mi lgram's landma rk studies on man's obedience to
authority, individuals were commanded by an experimenter
to administer electric shocks of increasing severity to protest·
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ing, possibly endangered, victims. Most of the subjects
obeyed the authority figure in spite of the fact that the
directed action conflicted with their fundamental standards
of morality. The author explains, ''The key to the behavior of
tbe subject lies no t in pent·up anger or aggressioD but in the
nature of their relationship to authority, They have given
themselves to a uthority.""
In short, few people were found to have the resources
needed to resist authority. Then, when we remember the
potency of physician auLhority, we can readily see the
difficulty a patient would have in resisting such powa. In
addition. the patient has a strong desire to be accepted. liked,
and cared for by the physician and a deep fear of being
rejected, whicb stems from his enforced and very real
dependency on the physician. He hesitates to disagree. to
assert himself.
PATlEI....'TS· RIGHTS

In a free society such as ours the re is the philosophical
question of individual righu. Basically, I believe that the
issue of what is good for the individual is an issue that only he
can determ.i.oe. Immediate threats to life are the obvious
exception. Furthermore, the fact that a client has made a
choice of professional services does not mean that he has
forever relinquished b..is right to participate in the decisionmaking process and to be informed of significant alternatives
in diagnosis and treatment. He also retains the right to
withdraw from the service if be so desires...
The whole concept of patients' rights is fairly new. Yet,
gradually, there bas been a rise in client demands, evidenced
primarily 4t the escalation . Of. lawsuits against physicians,
nurses, and health care agencies. "Informed consent" for
procedures has become a legal issue of growing magnitude.
Prior to the early 1960's the decision to perform a medical
procedure belonged 10 the physician alone. Since that time a
nu mber of court decisions have clearly and firm]yestablished
the patient's right of ··self·determination." In a recent article
in the Journal 0/ the American Medical Associotioll on this
subj ect, Don H. Mills remarks:
He I(h~ patientj cannol., ofcou,.,~, decide whether the procedure is
adequa tely indica ted, for thai requires more medica l uptnise (han
he poss.e$Se3 . BUI once: he is IOld (hat Ihe procedure: is reo::ommended,
he th en must have enough information 10 decide whether the hoped·
for benelil'l are, in his eyes, sulfident to risk the pouible
b:uards."

Milts goes on to explore just how far the physician must go
in listing hazards. He suggests a middle·of-the·road
ap proach that would be "both consistent with good ntlXlical
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care and that affords reasonable legal safety." He never
explains why full information disclosed to the patient would
be antitnetic to "good medical care." but this surely stems
from the belief that the patient would be too afraid to
undergo the procedure if he were acquainted with the
potential dangers.
But,. counterbalancing the presumed fea r, what degree of
rage may result when a palient does suffer a complication
and bas had no fo rewarning of the possibility and no part in
the decision 10 take that risk? Consider. for example, the
physician who recommends a simple mastectomy to a
woman with breast cancer but faib 10 teU her that a modified
radical or a radical mastectomy is another approach. I
believe he has done his patient a great disservice. She has the
right to decide whether the increased hazards or the degree of
bodily disfigurement are worth even a smail hope of greater
success. Moreover, according to a study by Hershey and
Bushkoff. disclosures to the patient did not cause clients to
withhold their consent fo r procedures. u
A PERSONAL EXPERlENCE
It was when my own need for medical care arose that I
learned so much about the character and effects of physicianpatient relationships. Myphysician first interacted with me in
a highly a,uthoritarian way but, fortunately. our relationship
soon developed into one that was highly facilitative and
esse ntially based on joint participation. The difference that
the two approaches made in my feelings of self-esteem and
control, and thus my ability to cope with the crois at hand.
was marked.
As my illness and hospitalization began, I followed along
in the usual way with what my physician ordered. I had no
reason not to be complianL Relief from pain was my
foremost need. It was after the :t-rays and other diagnostic
t~sts were completed and the physicia n recommended
su rgery that I began to resist his controlling behavior. Over
the telephone our conversation went as follows:

DOCTOR:
PATIENT:
DOCTOR:
PATIENT:
DOCTOR:
PATIENT:
DOCTOR:
PATIENT:
DOCTOR:

Your gall bladder didn't visualize again
today.
I know!
You do? I think we should take you to surgery
tomorrow (warm!»).
I'm not ready for that.
Well, we work for you! (as.sertivt!ly)
But I haven't had any symptoms before (vviet!
shrinking).
You can have a perforated ulcer without any
symptoms, too!
(sighing ht!avUy) Does it have to be done now?
This is not a good time for me.
If you came back to me in two weeks, I would
teU you the same thing. You're sitting on a
loaded pistol! (aggrt!ssiveiy)

This interchange continued for a while longer. with him
dictating to me from his positio n of authority. H~ was the
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parent and I the dependent. deferent. acquiescing child .
This physician obviously uses authoritarianism with con·
siderable success, and his actions undoubtedly stem from a
well-intentioned belief that his patients' wei fares are at stake.
Surgeons may rely more heavily on this interaction model
than other medical practitioners, because surgery tends to
create more stress and anx.iety in the patient than other
methods of treatment. For me, though, the approach was
devas tating because I felt as if my usual identity as a selfdetermining adult was being replaced with that of a dependent, passive. and helpless non-being. This altered self-image
was quite unacceptable; the result was feelings of anx.iety,
frustration, and anger.
The physician expected a child-like, unquestioning faith
and trust, and I found myself unable to meet his expectations. True. I respected his abilities as a highly competent
clinician and surgeon and fell physicaUy safe in bis care; this
made it all the more difficullto resist his authority. But that
wasn't enough. I waoted full access 10 the data and reasoning
upon which he made his decision. Funhermore, I believed
that I was in the best position to decide whether or not to
undergo surgery at that time. I needed his help to make that
decision, however. And I also needed to know that he saw me
as an individual rather than just "another cholecystectomy."
While I was able to put up some passive resistance to his
demands. it surprises me that I was not more openJy
aggressive in my interaction with him. In fact, as he became
mo re dominant. I became less assertive and more passive. In
normal situations, my response is just the opPosite. My
reaction was certainly not due to the fact that he was a
pnysiciao per st!, benuse over the year I had established too
many professio nal co-equal relationships with physicians to
be impressed by that fact. Instead. I attribute my response to
the awesome power physicians exercise over their patients: I
was no exception.
Two or three houn afte r our telephone conversation, the
physician appeared in person. He had made the trip to help
me wilh my decision, and his approach waS elltirely different
this time. He provided me with much of the basis for his
decision and when I decided against surgery for the time
being, be said, "All right, that's fine," obviously genuine in
his acceptance of me.
I remember being quite surprised and puzzled by the
decided contrast in his behavior. In tbe next few days our
relationship continued to develop according to Ihe latter
interaction pattern. and my confidence in him grew immeasurably. Eventually I decided lo have surgery_ Although I was
moved to this decision both by the continuation of pain and
by the passage of enough time to work through the shock and
denial phases of my illness, I am abrolutely certain that I
would have continued to reject surgery if I had not had the
benefit of the ensuing therapeutic relationship with my
physician.
Berore I felt safe enough. to relinquish all control or myself
and my destiny to the physician. I had to believe that he
cared what happened to me and valued my existence as an
~AS'NG
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"It appears that when patients are involved in the decision-making process,
they are more likely to accept the responsibilities imposed by their condition
and go along with the necessary treatment."

individual The extensive help he provided me in ma.k.i.ng the
decision for surgery went a long way toward convincing me
that he did, indeed. value me as an individual. In addition,
his interaction with me immediately before the surgery, even
when 1 was already in the operating room, was cXlfemely
reassuring-more so than I would bave predicted. His evident
concern appare ntly represented the much needed validation
that I was still a person (even in that setting) and not just a
"gall bladder."
LViPUCATIONS FOR THE NURSE

This discussion has centered on the dynamics of the
patient-physician relationship aDd has explored a phenome.
non, labeled aesculapian authority, that usually goes unnoticed, but nonetheless plays a highly significant role in the
health care: delivery system. An understanding o f the
phenomenon should help the nurse to improve botb the
system and ber nursing care.
First of all, the nurse is in a key position to help both the
patient and his family deal effectively with problems they
may be experiencing, either in their relationship with Ihe
physician or with the advice he has given them. As with other
problems, Ihe patient needs the benefits of facilita tive
communication. Yet many nurses become extremely anxious
when a patient alludes in any way to negative feelings about
a pbysician-or anolher nurse, for thai mailer. Many times
the nurse rushes 10 protect the physician: "You have an
excellent doctor." This effectively blocks funher communications on the subject and makes it even more difficult for the
patient to exercise his decision·malting powers.
The hospitalized patient is literally an inmate of a total
institution. wholly dependent on the nurstS for care and cut
off from the usual sources of information and social support
needed to ass ume an active role in making decisions. It is DOl
uncommon for the staff to intimidate the patient in subtle
ways or to exercise coven threats ofrejcction to get him to go
along with what the physician and nurse dictate. The nurse's
actions sometimes stem from her feeling of subordination to
the pbysician. She may actually fear rejection by him or
retributive measu res. Instead of seeing herself as a patient
advocate, she sees herself as a physician helper. It is more
rewarding or less threatening for her to please the physician
than it is to meet the needs of the patient.
This does not imply in any way that the nurse should feel
that she must protect the patient/rom the physician. I say this
because I have known a number of nu rses who have adopted
th is stance as a defensive response to physician dominance.
Even though the patien t may have difficulty confronting or
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communicating with the physician, he usually doesn't need
or want protection from him. What he does need is the
opportunity to talk about his concerns with a genuine, warm,
and empathic helper who will help him to work out his own
solutions.
It should be pointed out that the patient is not too likely to
think of the nurse in this way. He probably feel! that hi.!
physician is the only person that he can count on to take care
of him on a continuing basis and be concerned with his needs
over time. With the prevailing nursing care system. the
patient receives care from innumerable nurses during haspitaliz.ation., and rarely do opportunities exist for in-depth,
continuing relationships. Primary nursing is an exciting
depanure from the traditional system and promises to go a
long way toward improving tbis situation." .
Offering advice and opi.n.ions is not appropriate, as is true
in all instances of therapeutic communication. Moreover, the
nurse is obviously not in a position to advise about medical
decisions. It is the physician'S responsibility to present the
patient with his medical opinion and the data he bases it o n,
although the nurse should asswne responsibility for clarifying any misconceptions on the patient's pan of a physician's explanations. Primarily, however, she helps the patient
to work through his feelings by means of a helping relalion~
ship based on a high level of empathy. Knowledge of the
phenomenon described here should offer valuable data for
this empathic interaction. U
As a patient. I was fonunate to have this kind of belp. On
only one occasion did a nurse argue with a decision I had
made. Several nurses, however, erred in the other direction,
for it is equally unwise to agree, unreservedly and on all occasions, with a patient's point of view. As Rogers explains:
In almO$! every phase of our lives... we find ourselves under the

rewards alld punishments of external judgments ... Bu! in my e~per·
Knce they dn not make for personal growth, and hence I do not
believe that they are a part of a helping relatioruhip. CurioUl:ly
enough, a positive evaluation is as threatening in tbe long fUll as a
negatIve: one:, since: to inform someone that he is good implies that
you also have tbe: rigbt to te:U him he is bad. So I have come to reo:1
that the more I an keep a relationship free or judgmell t and
evaluation, the more this will permit the other person to reach the
point where he recognizes that the locus of evaluation, Ihe eenler or
responSibility, lies within himself. The lOeaninll and value or his
experiencc is in the last analy~is something which is up to him, and
no amount or eJ{lemal judgment can alter this..•
Decisions, then, to be good ones for the individuill making
the choice, shou ld emanate SOlely from within th :1I person .
As has been pointed out, one or the key way.~ tn keep
patients from exe rcisi ng control is to rcstrict the inr"llll:lIion
th ey r<.:cclve. Throu ghou t my yc;HS or pr.L<.:Ii<.:c lluvc made it

a habit to do just the opposite; while this generaUy goes
agains: established policies., I believe that it is quile essential
for the nurse to break down the barriers. As a patient, I
wanted to know my vital signs, the drugs I was being given,
the results of diagnostic tests, and all othe r data on my
"case." To get lhis information, 1 usually had to ask for it,
some time wilh quite a bit of determinalion and forcefulness
in my voice.
In other words, nurses and other heahh team members
weren't in the habit of volunteering this information and
sometimes felt quite uncomfortable in doing so. I got my
share of styliz.ed responses such as " Your temperature is
fine." I didn't want reassurance; 1 wanted eXllct informatio n.
In one instance, a staff nunc brough t in a new medication
and when I as k.ed what it was, she responded, "I can't tell
you! You of all people should know Ihal'" That made me
angry, even though I knew I could ask another nurse who
would tell me. It seemed illogical, indeed, that this nurse had
the right to m ow more abo ut my treatment than I did
myself.
After surgery a n urse colleague who was laking care of me
let me look at the pathology report. T1lls was very reassuring,
nOI because I would have doubted her truthfulness if she had
simply told me Ihe results, but because she was alloWing me
to exercise my usual way o f assessing a pa tient-this time,
myself. All the concrete knowledge I !,lad about myseU
increased my fec:lings of power and cont rol as well as my self·
esteem.
There are a few patients who defi ni tely do not want this
kind of information; they arc less anxious if they assume a
position of blind dependence. Then, again, many people may
not seem to want 10 know; when questioned, however, they
express a deep-felt desire to be infonned, but say they "didn't
feel" thai it was their right. Therefore, it is absolutely
essential for the nurse to make teeD. assessments as to each
patient's neem and capabilities.

If she imposes her own no tion of what is good on to the
patient. she wiU at the same time reduce his dignity.
IN RETROSPECT

An unexpected encounter with hospitalization and surgery
has prompted this attempt to provide some insigh t into the
almost mystical relationship belween physicians and
patients. H alf-gods, physicians resemble. Yet for patients 10
acquiesce completely with this concept, without demanding
some r..:aso nable degree of participation in the decisionmaking, seenu unreasonable. Certai nly this whole process,
especially as it rela tes to the th ird party in Ihe person of the
nurse, deserves much more atten tion than it has received.
In the same play from which I quoted at the beginning of
this artiele is the following exChange:
DOCTOR. Take again you r bed, sir;
Sleep is a so .... ereign. physic.

ANTON I NUS. Tab an ass's head, sir:
Confusion on your foole ries, your charms!
Thy pills and base apothecary druSS
Threaten'd to bring un to me? Out. you imposter!
Quacksalving. cheating mountebank! Your skill
b to malre $OIJnd men sick, and sick men kill."

Sirong I3nguage, perhaps, and medicine bas come a long
way in the over J50 years that have passed since those words
were spoken. Nevertheless, loday's society is more and more
an outspoken and critical one·-one that demands to know,
ralher than just be ,o/d. An un responsive, dictatorial attitude
on Ihe pan o f eilher physician o r n unc is increasingly likely
to evoke a reaction that could strongly resemble thai o f
Anlorun us-th ree cen tu ries later.
•
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